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THE KODAK SYSTEM

1 O the amateur photographer "Kodak*' means more than the

mere trade-mark on a camera. It stands for the whole simple and

efficient system of photography worked out for him by the Eastman

Kodak Company.
The Kodak camera and its name came into being in 1888. For

several years before that the company, already important manu

facturers of photographic goods for the professional trade, had made

progress toward the simplifying of picture-making. Its history
since that date lias been, in reality, the history of the growth and

development of the whole broad field of photography.

It is best known to the public for its activities in the amateur

field. But its progress along other lines has been equally notable.

It was Kodak film that made the motion picture possible. In the

production of plates and papers and studio apparatus, it. is a leader

in serving the professional photographer ; its lenses and aerial

cameras helped our birdmen in tlie penetration of German camou

flage ; its X-Ray plates and films are lending their aid to physicians

and surgeons the world over, and its chemical laboratories have

re-found manj of bhe secrets that were supposed to be hopelessly

hidden beyond the Rhine.

And in all these phases of photography there is an interlocking

of ideas and knowledge. The improvement made in one field almost

invariably suggests new possibilities, further advancement in some

other direction. The verj breadth of the business makes possiblean

expenditure in Research Laboratories and in the employment of

technical experts thai enables us to develop new ideas and to make

constanl progress in the perfection of goods and processes, a progress

nol possible to a concern working in a narrower groove.
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Good pictures depend upon a number of things.

A good camera or a good lens or shutter can none of them alone

be responsible for success in picture-making. Each detail must not

only be right of itself, but must be in harmony with every other

detail which fact accounts for the success of the Kodak system.

When we put a lens on a camera we use with it a shutter that is mi

made as to give the best results with that lens ; Kodak film is made

with just the proper degree of contrast and speed and orthochroma-

tism to give the best results in photographing under the conditions

of lighting that the amateur ordinarily encounters ; Yelox paper is

made to give the best results from the kind of negative that is pro

duced on film under such conditions. The very formulas for the

development of films and papers are made to meet these con

ditions. They are worked out by men who know not merely the

action of these chemicals, but know intimately the goods they are to

be used with.

And so, in working out the daylight loading Kodak, and the

Kodak Film Tank method of development, in giving greater speed

to a film in every advancement, in the consideration of every new

idea it is the Kodak practice to adopt only those changes thai

mean a further perfecting of the Kodak system, mean heller pictures

or a simpler way of getting equally good pictures.

And then there is the amateur himself lo be considered. Some.

there are, who want tin' simplest of cameras, who care only for jolly

vacation snap-shots made on bright days, and finished for them

bv I he dealer, while others take delight in running the whole gamut

of photography. No picture is too difficult for them lo undertake,

For them there are as greal delights in the developing and printing

as in the picture-taking. They learn to know and use color filters ;

they not onlv make prints hut tone them. They find joy in the

making of enlargements; they revel in lantern slides, and are on

familiar terms with reducers and intensifies, and make a study of

artistic composition.
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For all of these the Kodak system goes all the way. With each

camera there is a little book that tells, in simple terms, just how to

operate that camera, how to make outdoor pictures and indoor

pictures, including flash-lights. For every further step in amateur

photography there's a helpful booklet, free for the asking.

Then there is our little illustrated magazine, Kodakery, edited

from the beginner's standpoint, that goes free for one year to every

purchaser of a Kodak or Brownie, who fills out and mails to us

the blank that is bound into the instruction book which accompanies

each camera.

Nor do we stop even with the distribution of our magazine and

our practical monographs on photographic subjects. There is, here

at Rochester, a staff of correspondents, each with abroad knowledge

of photography and each in intimate touch with our experts in

every department of photography, ready to answer promptly and

clearly any photographic question that may be asked.

The Kodak Company is no longer a mere "manufacturing enter

prise." Through the breadth of its world-wide activities and ils

i-eseareh, it has become an institution. And as such il recognizes an

obligation. Its aim is not merely to construct lenses and build

cameras and manufacture films and papers and plates, but also to

widen the knowledge of photography so thai the art may mean more

to all tin' world.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

Il -ill.. NEW Yol.K

"The Kodak City"
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KODAK LENSES

WHETHER it is a single lens, a rapid rectilinear or an anastigmat,

no lens that is not the best of its particular type is adopted for use

on a Kodak or Brownie camera. Any of these lenses, when used with

the shutter that it is adapted to use with, and in every case this

detail of manufacture is looked after most carefully, will produce

good results under all normal conditions of light.

In the Kodak Anastigmats we have a type of lens that is made

with particular reference to hand camera requirements. The earlier

anastigmats were made to serve a dual purpose. Their <>w ners usuallj

were enthusiasts who had several cameras for pictures of various sizes,

and it was customary to shift the lenses from one camera In another.

The lens that worked, for instance, at f. (i.:>. on a 4 \ 5, was

frequently needed to use as a wide angle lens on a "> \ 7, and when

stopped down to / 16' would do the work admirably.

Realizing that the Kodaker would not, once in a hundred limes.

care to use a lens on any camera except thai to which il was original!}

fitted (or one of the same si/e), we set to work to make a one purpose

lens that would meet his specific requirements. The result was the

Kodak Anastigmat. It is not adaptable louse as a wide angle lens

but, on the size of film for which it is listed, and al its advertised

speed (aperture), it has no superior.

The Kodak Anastigmats /. 7.7 are speedier than the fastesl

rectilinear lenses, and at. least equal the best anastigmats in depth,

sharpness and flatness of field. The Kodak Anastigmal ./ 6.8 has

the same high quality and has nearly 50 per cenl greater speed

than the/ 7.7.

It is made for a purpose and fils that purpose. The Kodak Anas

fin-mat has not I he w ide interchangeability that some of the older

anastigmats have, but for Kodak use, you cannot obtain a better

lens at any price.
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VEST POCKET Autographic KODAK

1 HE \ est Pocket Kodak has become a requirement of one's personal
wardrobe. It fits snugly into the seclusion of a man's pocket or a

woman's hand-bag, like a watch or a fountain pen, out of sight,

forgotten until wanted. Its ability is no less than its modesty.
Its operation is simple. Opening with one movement to a fixed

focus, it is instantly ready for service. And with its autographic

feature, it is a veritable vest pocket notebook, adding to the photo

graphic record, the memorandum record of all that goes to make

every good time a lasting pleasure. It fits into the day and the

place unobtrusively, and though made almost entirely of metal to
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stand the knocks and bangs, is so light in weight and compact as to

make it convenient to carry at any time. There's always an added

pleasure and an advantage in the possession of this little instrument.

The Vest Pocket Autographic Kodak is

fitted with No. 0 Kodak Ball Bearing shut

ter, working without jerk or jar, a! speeds

of ._.'.-; and za of a second, as well as I he

time and "bulb" actions. Also filled with

Kodak Autotime Scale to aid in giving I he

correct exposure.

It makes pictures lfy& x 2
'

inches, load

ing in daylight with eight-exposure Auto

graphic Film Cartridges (No. Al!27). The

\es| Pocket ($9.49 model) is supplied with

tesled meniscus achromatic lens, and the

$10.58 model, with carefully tesled Rapid

Rectilinear lens, both producing excellent

pictures under all ordinary conditions.

The three Anastigmat equipments for

the Nest Pocket, Special, are as perfect

as can be found on any fixed foCUS hand

camera. The Kodak Anastigmat, /. "i .~

lens, offers the usual advantages of an

anastigmat, so far as sharpness, definition and

freedom from astigmatism an- concerned.

The Kodak Anastigmal and Bausch <\ Lomb

Kodak Anastigmat,/. (i.(.) lenses, give, in ad

dil ion lo I hose same advantages, an increased

lens speed.

The \esl Pocket Kodak has an all-metal

body wilh figured black enamel finish for the

regular model, while Ihe Special is covered

with finest pin grain Morocco leather.
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DETAILS

For rectangular pictures, l^x 2^ inches. Capacity,
8 exposures without reloading. Size of Kodak, lx2Jix

i% inches. Weight, 9 ounces. Lens, regular model.

meniscus achromatic; or Rapid Rectilinear, 3K-inch

focus; for Special, Kodak Anastigmat, /. 7.7, 3^-inch

focus; Kodak Anastigmat, /. 6.9, 3j4-inch focus; or

Bausch & Lomb Kodak Anastigmat, /. 6.0, 3X-inch
focus. Shutter, Kodak Ball Bearing No. 0. Brilliant

reversible finder. All metal body, Special covered with

pin grain Morocco; nickel and black enamel finish and

black bellows.

PRICES

Vest Pocket Autographic Kodak (regular

model), meniscus achromatic lens and Kodak

Ball Bearing shutter $9.49
SHOWING

Ditto, with Rapid Rectilinear lens, speed vest pocket

U. S. 8 10.68 ' vl,ll: RELEASE

ATTACHMENT

Vest Pocket Autographic Kodak, Special, is use

Kodak Anastigmat lens, f. ?.?. and Kodak

Ball Bearing shutter S16.58

Ditto, with Kodak Anastigmat,/ 6.9 lens 22.58

Ditto, with Bausch & Lomb Kodak Anastigmat, f. 6.9 lens .... 36.98

Leather Case for V. P. Kodak i.nn

Soft Leather Carrying Bug _i __>.-,

Grain Leather Case \,1&

Bell Carrying Case (russel leather) 1.7,5

Khaki Belt Carrying Case II.,

Vest Pocket Cable Release Attachment ,50

Vest Pocket Kodak Tripod Adapter. (Seepage 57) .50

Autographic Film Cartridge, s exposures, I ;s x >'i (So. A 127) . . . .25

Kodak Portrait Attachment. (Seepage39) .75

The prices of cameras ami film include the Excise War Tax
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Nos. 1 AND 1A

Autographic KODAK JUNIORS

1 HE Kodak Juniors have made a permanent place for themselves.

Moderate in price they, at the same time, have all the essentials to

good picture making, are compact, well made and have the Auto

graphic feature.

The No. 1 and No. 1A Juniors are well finished, small enough
to be carried in a coat pocket, dependable in use, and they offer

the choice of fixed or variable focus.

As fixed focus cameras they are sup

plied with meniscus achromatic lens;

in the focusing models I here is a

choice of three lens equipments: Men

iscus Achromatic, Rapid Rectilinear or

Kodak Anastigmat/. 7.7.

I \ MIHAK. Jit.
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Both the 1 and 1A models are fitted with the Kodak Ball Bearing

shutter and cable release; the No. 1 having speeds of ...V, and >,' of a

second, except when supplied with/. 7.7 lens, in which case it has

the same shutter that is supplied with the No. 1A, with speeds of

sV, sV and too of a second.

The No. 1 Junior makes %}{ x 3}( pictures, while the No.

1A makes pictures 2j4 x A>% inches, these being the only differences

in the two cameras. Both are equipped with the autographic

feature for the recording of dates and titles on the film, are well

made in everv respect and covered with a good quality of grain

leather.

DETAILS

For rectangular pictures, No. 1. 2% x :;'+ inches; No. 1A, 2,T2 x l}{ inches.

Capacity, No. 1, 6 exposures; No. J.\, 12 exposures without reloading. Size

of Kodak. No. 1, lTv x3}{ -x.6% inches ; No. 1A, l}i x 3# x 8 inches. Weight,

No. 1, 23 ounces; No. 1A, 28 ounces. Lenses, No. 1: meniscus achromatic,

Rapid Rectilinear, \} -inch focus; or Kodak Anastigmat,/. ?.?. 1-inch focus.

No. 1A: meniscus achromatic; Rapid Rectilinear, S^-inch focus; or Kodak

Anastigmat,/! 7.7, 5^-inch focus. Shutter, Kodak Ball Bearing with cable

release. (See page 36.) Brilliant, reversible, collapsible finders.

PRICES

No. I

Autographic Kodak Junior (fixed focus) meniscus achromatic

lens and Kodak Ball Bearing shutter $16.61

Autographic Kodak Junior (focusing model, with scale), menis

cus achromatic lens and Kodak Ball Bearing shutter . . 16.61

Ditto, with Rapid Rectilinear lens 19.26

Ditto, with Kodak Anastigmat lens,/. 7.7 J*. 16

Belt Carrying Case (russet leather) 1.00

Black Sole Leather Case, with strap 1.50

Soft Leather Bag, with strap 3.50

Leatherette Carrying Case, with strap 3.00

Autographic Film Cartridge, I 2 exposures (No. A 116) for

No. I A

Ditto, 6 exposures (No. A 120) for No. I; (No. A 116) for

No. 1A -''

Kodak Portrait Attachment. (See page 39) ;.'.

The prices uf cameras and film include (In Exctu U'ai Tax

11

x.,. ia

$18.30

18.30

20.96

36.59

i..-,n

3.75

3.00

.(in

.30

.75
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No. 2C Autographic KODAK JUNIOR

IN the earlier days of hand cameras the pictures were all of them

either round or square or nearly square. The popular sizes were

3/^ x 3/4, 3/i x ^% and 4x5. Some years ago we realized thai

these shapes were not desirable, that nearly all pictures needed trim

ming and that meant a waste of film and paper. So we introduced

the 3]4. x 5% Kodak (post-card size) with the result that, the -1 x 5

camera has been practically elimi

nated. Similarly the %
'
_ x 1

'

,

has displaced the :}'- x '.'>'_ and

now the l2(
'

camera ( '.' I

is destined to fill the niche of

I he camera of corresponding size,
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3}i x \)i, because it gives more picture for the area offilm and is

especially convenient to carry.

The camera loads in daylight with ten or six exposure Auto

graphic Film Cartridges, permitting the recording of date and title,
or any data that one may desire on the negative. Though regularly

supplied with meniscus achromatic lens, the camera, if desired, will

be fitted with either Rapid Rectilinear or Kodak Anastigmat, /. 7.7

lens, the latter giving the advantages of a fine anastigmat equipment
at a low price.

The shutter is the Kodak Ball Bearing with cable release, working
at speeds of J-,. ,-,',, and -,,', of a second, also for '"bulb" and time

exposures. The leaves of this shutter, opening in the shape of a star,

admit the maximum of lighl for a given exposure.

It has automatic focusing lock, a finder of the new collapsible,

reversible type, and two tripod sockets. The back and bed are of

aluminum, covered with fine seal grain leather, black bellows, and

metal parts in nickel and black enamel.

DETAILS

For rectangular pictures, ,'A x \'s inches. Capacity, LO exposures without

reloading. Size of Kodak. 1 !+ x I ;s x s ;4 inches. Weight, 33 ounces. Lens,

meniscus achromatic. Also supplied with Rapid Rectilinear or Kodak Anas

tigmat, /. 7.7 lens, 5^-iiich focus, il desired. Shutter, Kodak Ball Bearing
with cable release. (See page 36.) Brilliant, reversible, collapsible finder. Two

tripod sockets. Black bellows.

PRICES

No. 2C Autographic Kodak Junior, wilh meniscus achromatic lens and

Kodak Hall Bearing shutter |20.00

Ditto, with Rapid Rectilinear lens 22.91

Ditto, wilh Kodak Anastigmat, '. 1 .7 lens J8.22

Leatherette Carrying Case, with strap :{..'.'.

Black Sole Leather Case, wilh strap 5.00

Soft Leather Carrying Bag, with straj 4.00

Autographic Film Cartridge, 10 exposures (No. A 130) .75

Ditto, 6 exposures AS

Kodak Portrait Attachment. (See page 39) .75

The prices of cameras and film include the Excise lt',n Tax
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No. 3A Autographic KODAK JUNIOR

VvHEN amateurs asked for a camera which would take pictures of

the popular "post-card" size, with the qualities of the line of Junior

Kodaks, it meant producing an instrument relatively thin and light,

compact and simple, and an efficient mechanism. Though but little

more than a year old, the new No. 3A Kodak Junior, is already

11
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amateur sizes, of the right proportion for almost any composition,

whether in the vertical or horizontal position. It loads with Auto

graphic Film Cartridges of ten and six exposures, and of course has

the autographic feature so that the dates and titles may be written

on the films at the time of exposure.

The camera is regularly supplied with meniscus achromatic lens,

but, if preferred, may be had with either Rapid Rectilinear, or

Kodak Anastigmat, /. 7.7 lens, the latter a lens of our own manu

facture which has given excellent results.

The shutter used is the No. 2 Kodak Ball Hearing with both finger
and cable release working automatically, at speeds of 2V5 ^0 and fan

of a second, also for "bulb"' and time exposures.

The camera is carefully constructed throughout, the back and bed

are of aluminum, covered with fine seal grain leather, the bellows

of black and metal parts in nickel and black enamel. The finder

is large and of the collapsible, reversible type.

DETAILS

For rectangular pictures, :> '4 x :>'2 inches. Capacity, ten exposures without

reloading. Size of Kodak, 1 ],; x .'>', x !i + inches. Weight, 35 ounces. Lenses,

meniscus achromatic, Rapid Rectilinear, focus 6% inches, or. if desired, the Kodak

Anastigmat,/. 7.7 lens, 6^-inch focus. Shutter. Kodak Ball Hearing No. 2, with

cable release. Automatic focusing lock. Tun tripod sockets. Brilliant, collapsible,

reversible finder. Black bellows. Covering, seal grain leather.

PRICES

No. 3A Autographic Kodak Junior, with meniscus achromatic lens . . $21.02

Ditto, with Rapid Rectilinear lens 24.64

Ditto, with Kodak Anastigmat lens,/. 7.1 30.62

Black Sole Leather Carrying Case, with strap 5.25

Soft Leather Carrying Bag 5.00

Leatherette Carrying Case, with strap 3.25

Autographic Film Cartridge, 10 exposures (No. A 122) .90

Ditto, li exposures .55

Kodak Portrait Attachment. (See page 39) .75

The prices of cameras and film include the I- tcite War Tax

IS
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No. 1A Autographic KODAK

1 HE appearance of superiority which marks this camera is an

indication of its photographic quality. It possesses that compactness

which makes Kodaks desirable traveling companions. But it has

also those mechanical refinements which the discriminating amateur

expects in an efficient instru

ment.

The back is so devised as

to permit free and instant

access to all interior parts;

the finder is large and of the
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collapsible, reversible, skeleton type, which is easily accessible for

cleaning.
The No. 1A makes %,% x. 4<% pictures, a shape that is widely

adaptable to either horizontal or vertical composition. It has the

autographic feature for the recording of data on the film, and loads in

daylight with twelve and six-exposure Autographic Film Cartridges.

Although regularly supplied with the best quality Rapid Recti

linear lens, it will be fitted, if desired, with Kodak Anastigmat lens,

/. 7.7, giving the advantages of a fine anastigmat equipment at a

low price. The shutter is the Kodak Ball Bearing, with cable

release, working at speeds of ./,. --1,, and ,,',,, of a second, and time

and "bulb"' exposures.

It has an improved automatic focusing lock, two tripod sockets

and bellows of black leather. The back is covered with fine seal grain

leather, and metal parts are in nickel and black enamel.

DETAILS

For rectangular pictures, 2>^ x% inches. Capacity, 12 exposures without

reloading. Size of Kodak, 1 % x 3 ;+ x S inches. Weight, 27> ounces. Lens.

double combination, Rapid Rectilinear, 5X-inch focus, or if desired, Kodak

Anastigmat lens, / 7.7, .i.V-inch focus. Shutter, Kodak Ball Bearing with cable

release. Automatic focusing lock. Two tripod sockets. Brilliant, collapsible,

reversible tinder. Black leather bellows.

PRICES

No. 1A Autographic Kodak, with Rapid Rectilinear lens and Kodak

Ball Bearing shutter $25.02

Ditto, with Kodak Anastigmat lens,./. 7.7 30.66

Black Sole Leather Case, with strap t.50

Soli Leather Carrying Bag, with strap 3.75

Leatherette Carrying Case, wilh strap 3.00

Autographic Film Cartridge, 12 exposures (No. A 116) .60

Ditto, <i exposures
.30

Kodak Portrait Attachment. (See page 39) 75

The /.rices of cameras and film include the Fee, Was Ta>
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Nos. 3 AND 3A Autographic KODAKS

oELDOM are so many advantages incorporated into one article as

in the case of the 3A Kodak. It takes pictures of that most desirable

size 3% x5^ inches for either landscapes or portraits. It is a

genuine hand camera, carried without inconvenience. Its appearance

reflects quality. Design and equipment furnish every feature essenf ial

to the best results in general amateur photography. Literally no
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detail has been slighted or over-emphasized. The aim has been to

produce a camera fulfilling every need of the advanced amateur.

In lens equipment, this camera is regularly supplied with the finest

quality Rapid Rectilinear, with a speed of /. 8, or, if desired, the

Kodak Anastigmat, / 7.7 lens,
^^^^ ^^^^^

offering the anastigmat advan- l^aa^

taoes at a moderate price, both ^^*^^8S?fc*ll .''
the :) and !3A will accommodate ^B
o-lass plates by the addition of a H^^Tx
Combination Back. This back is ^^^ )
intei'ehanoeable with the regular ^^^^^H fc. v?->^^^

back, but should be ^^BBi

bered that autographic records showing combination back

can be made only when the Autographic back is used, and not with

Combination back or glass plates. The No. 3 Kodak is practically

identical with the :5A. except in size and capacity. both are made

id' aluminum and covered with best quality seal grain leather.

DETAILS

For rectangular pictures, No. 3, 3% x 4# inches; No. 3A, %% x !,%. inches.

Capacity, No. 3, 12 exposures; No. 3A, 1" exposures without reloading. Size of

Kodak, 'No. :;. 1 <4 x I'.. \ 7 .'. inches; No. 3A, .' X I \ x 9)4 inches. Weight.

No. 3, 23 ounces; No. 3A, II ounces. Lenses I regular equipment), Rapid

Rectilinear, local length for No. 3, 5% inches; No. 3A, 6M inches; or, if desired.

Kodak Anastigmat, f. 7.7 lenses, focal length for No. 3, .7'+ inches; No. 3A,

6% inches. Shutters, Kodak Ball Bearing with cable release. Two tripod sockets.

Black leather bellows. Brilliant, reversible finders with hoods. Rising and sliding

fronts. Automatic focusing locks. No. 3A has double focusing scale for films oi

plates.
PRICES x" ; x":lA

Autographic Kodak. Rapid Rectilinear lens, Kodak Ball Bearing

shutter

Ditto, with Kodak Anastigmat lens,/. 7.7

Black Sole Leather Case, with strap

Soft Leather Carrj ing Bag
Leatherette Carrying Case, with strap
( oinliinalioii Back for plates
Double (.lass Plate Holders, each

Autographic Film Carl ridges. I } exposures (No. A U8)for No.:!;

10 exposures (No. A122) for No.
3A

Ditto, <i exposures

Kodak Portrait Attachment. (See page 39)

.1 film include 'he Excise Wai Tax

30.56 35.34

l..-.n 5.25

I.IMI 5.00

S.00 3.25

1.00 l.oo

1.50 1.50

.90 .90

. 1,7 .."..'
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No. 1 Autographic KODAK, Special

JrlERE is a master camera. It is small but nevertheless capable,
with an optical equipment offering a wide choice in lenses. And any
of these lenses will give negatives of such sharpness that satisfactory
enlargements can be made in any size.

The No. 1 Autographic Kodak, Special, illustrated here, takes

pictures 2^ x 3% inches in size. Cameras smaller than this are

made to take pictures this size but the size of a camera is largely
governed by the length of focus and speed of its lens. We never sacrifice

jo
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and at the same time the shutters are large enough to utilize the full

speed at which the lenses are listed.

This little Kodak, like any fine piece of mechanism, works with

smoothness and precision a thoroughly capable instrument that is

optically correct. The regular equipment is the Kodak Anastigmat

lens,/. 6.3, and Optimo shutter, with cable release, highest speed sko
of a second, and adjustable speeds to one second, in addition to

the "bulb" and time actions. Four other high-grade lens equip
ments are also listed.

It is quickly opened and extended, the focusing scale is easily

adjusted for all distances, by a simple lever attachment. It has a

brilliant, collapsible, reversible finder with revolving mask for correct

composition of pictures in both vertical and horizontal positions.
The camera is made of aluminum, is beautifully finished throughout

and covered with the finest quality long grain calf; black leather

bellows and highly nickeled trimmings.
DETAILS

For rectangular pictures, 2% x 334^ inches. Capacity, 6 exposures without

reloading. Size of Kodak, \Y% x 3% x 6% inches. Weight, 26 Ji ounces. Lens,

Kodak Anastigmat,/. 6.3, 4^-inch focus. Shutter, Optimo with cable release.

New brilliant, reversible, collapsible finder. Two tripod sockets and new lever

focusing dc\ ice.

PRICES

No. 1 Autographic Kodak, Special,
Kodak Anastigmat lens,/. 6.3,

Optimo shutter $56.26

Ditto, with Bausch & Lomb No. 1

Kodak Anastigmat lens./. 6.3,

4^-inch focus 72.26

Ditto, with Bausch & Lomb No. I

Special, Anastigmat lens, /.
6.3, t^-inch focus 58.73

Ditto, with Bausch & Lomb

No. 3 Tessar, Series lib, f.6.3,

4^-inch focus 88.26

Ditto, with Bausch cc Lomb

No. 12 Tessar. Series Ic,/. 1.5,

3 '.-inch focus 90.39

Long( train I .cat her,Velvet Lined

Case, w il li strap 5.00

Soft Leather Carrying Hag . . 3.50

Autographic Film Cartridge, <;

exposures. 2Xx3%(No. A 120)
Kodak Portrait Attachment. (See

page 39) 75

The prices of cameras andfilm include the Excite War Tax
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No. 1A Autographic KODAK, Special

lN the No. 1A Special, beauty of form and of finish is joined with

scientific efficiency in design and equipment. The Kodak Range

Finder, the finest anastigmat lenses and a shutter-speed capable
of working harmoniously with

the high-speed lenses are three

factors which make it the su

perior instrument it is.

It is beautifully finished and

covered with the finest long
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grain calf, and the best materials are used throughout in its con

struction. The body is made of aluminum.

High-speed lenses require accurate focusing, and the Kodak Range

finder does this simply, quickly, and efficiently.
The 1 A Special offers a choice of the Kodak Anastigmat, /. 6/3

lens, and two other high-grade lenses, and is equipped with the

Autographic feature. The shutter is the Optimo, operated either

by cable or finger release, and in addition to the usual time and

''bulb*' actions, has eight adjustable speeds from one second In ,.',,,

of a second.

The fast lenses give the Specials a great advantage over the

ordinary camera in dull lights, and the high-speed shutters make

them second only to cameras having focal plane shutters for photo

graphing rapidly moving objects.
The camera has rising front; brilliant, collapsible, reversible finder

wilh adjustable mask; rack and pinion for focusing, and the usual

focusing scale, in addition to the Kodak Range 1'inder.

DETAILS

For rectangular pictures, -."j x I '+ inches. Capacity, 12 exposures without

reloading. Size of Kodak. 1 >g x :'*+ x 8 inches. Weight, 32 ounces. Lens.

Kodak Anastigmat, /. 6.3, .7-inch focus. Shutter, Optimo. Two tripod sockets.

Brilliant, reversible, collapsible finder with adjustable mask. Rack and pinion

for focusing.

PRICES

No. 1A Autographic Kodak. Special, with Kodak Vnastigmal lens,/. 6.3,
and Optimo shutter $66.81

Ditto, with Bausch & I b No. > Kodak Anastigmat, '. 6.3 lens,

.,',-iih h locus Ml, 17

Ditto, with Bausch & Lomb No. I less.,,-. Series 111) Anastigmal lens,

/. 6.3, .7 '4 -inch focus 101.01

Grain Leather, Velvet Lined Case, with strap 6.00

Soft Leather Carrying Pag 3.75

Autographic Film Cartridge, 12 exposures (No. A 116) .60

Ditto, 6 exposures .30

Kodak Portrait Attachment. (SeepageS9) 75

I,, : andfilm include thi I ..;< Was Tax
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Nos. 3AND 3A Autograpfiic KODAKS, Special

liiVERV manufacturer produces one article in which he takes par

ticular pride. Among Kodaks, this article is I he 8A Special a

compound of three orders of skill technical, ail isl ic and mechanical.

Examined as a unit or part by part, it represents the nearest approach

to perfection in a hand camera. Optical efficiency, size of picture,

condensed size of camera, selection of materials and skillful work-

ma tiship are ils points of

excel li nee.

'flu- accurate focusing
uf the principal objecl

in the pict lire a
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necessity7 in using high-speed lenses is accomplished with extreme

precision by the simple Kodak Range Finder.

All of the lenses listed with these Kodaks are large (fast) and the

focal length is long in proportion to the size of the picture, thus

avoiding violent perspective.
It offers a choice of the Kodak Anastigmat, /. 6.3 lens, and two

other high-grade lenses. The shutter is the Optimo, operated either

by cable or finger release, and has adjustable speeds from one second

to sJ?y of a second. The camera is made of aluminum, has rising

front, and the usual focusing scale in addition to the Kodak Range

Finder. It is richly finished in genuine Persian Morocco, has bellows

of selected black leather, and metal parts are highly nickeled.

The No. 3 Special has the same lenses, shutter equipment and finish,

but is not equipped with the Kodak Range Finder.

DETAILS

For rectangular pictures, No. :'., 3% x &% inches; No. 3A, 3% x 5)i inches.

Capacity, No. 3, 12 exposures; No. 3A, 10 exposures without reloading. Size of

Kodaks, No. 3, 1% x 4)4 x 8 inches; No. :!A, 2 x 1 + x li '. inches. Weight, No.

3, 32 ounces; No. SA, 12 ounces. Lenses, Kodak Anastigmat,/. 6.3, focal

length for No. 3, 5 inches; No. 3A, 6,3^ inches. Shutters, Optimo with cable

release. Two tripod sockets. Brilliant, collapsible, reversible view finders with

adjustable window, also Kodak Range Finder for No. 3A. Brilliant, reversible

finder with hood and spirit level for No. 3. Rack and pinion for focusing.

PR1CFS No. 8 No. 8A

Autographic Kodak, Special, KodakAnastigmat lens, /. ii.:s, and

Opl shutter 61.49 $75.94

Ditto, with Bausch & Lomb Kodak Anastigmat lens, /. 6.3, No.

2 with 5'4-inch focus for No. :i ; No. I with 6^-inch focus for

No. 3A 79-09 103.14

Ditto, with Bausch & Lomb Tessar Series III) Anastigmat lens,
/. 6.3, No. 4 with 6 U-inch focus for No. 3 ; No. 5K with 7 %-

inch focus for No. SA 9S.6J 124.48

Grain Leather, Velvet Lined Case, with stra] 6.00 6.T5

Soft Leather Carrying Bag 4.00 5.00

Combination Back 4'-5l) 'i,,,,

Double Glass Plate Holders, each 1.50 1.50

Autographic Film Cartridge, 12 exposures (No. A U8)forNo.3j
10 exposures (No. A 122) for No. 3A 90 -90

Ditto, 6 exposures
-i6 5S

Kodak Portrait Attachment. (See page 39) 75 .75

The prices if cameras andfilm include the Excise War Tax
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STEREO KODAK

1 HERE is probably no branch of photography more fascinating
than that afforded by the Stereo. Pictures which give the full effect

of depth, roundness, distance and perspective can be obtained onlv

by the use of twin lenses and when viewed through the stereoscope

give the correct visual effect, just as we see with our eyes.

The Stereo Kodak is supplied with carefully matched Kodak

Anastigmat, / 7.7 lenses. Covered with fine seal grain leather:

metal parts, nickel and black enamel.

DETAILS

For 3's x 3f\ Stereo pictures. Capacity, 6 exposures without reloading. Size

of Kodak, 2r3s x 4J4 x 10 '2 inches. Weight, 47 '. ounces. Lenses, Kodak

Anastigmat, /. 7.7, 5J^-inch focus. Shutter. Stereo No. 2 Ball Hearing, with
cable release ; speeds of ./, ^5 and TJlT, also "bulb"' and time exposures. Kinder,

tripod socket, rising front, rack and pinion for focusing and black leather bellows,

PRICES

Stereo Kodak, Model No. 1, Kodak Anastigmat lenses,/ 7.7. and Stereo

Ball Bearing shutter $58.18
Black Sole Leather Carrying Case, with strap 6.75

N. C. Film Cartridge, 6 exposures, for Stereo (No. 101) .70

Ditto, 3 exposures for Stereo

Stereo Kodak Self-transposing printing frame

Kodak Portrait Attachment .75

The prices of cameras and film include the F.xcisc War Tax
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PANORAM KODAK

lO portray an expanse of landscape in the form of a panorama is

the accomplishment of this unique camera, the lens of which swings
on its optical axis to cover the broad view. This camera may also

be used advantageously to photograph a group of people when they
are placed in a curve so that all are the same distance from the camera.

The Panorams are carefully made and have genuine leather cover

ings and nickeled fittings.

DETAILS

For rectangular pictures. No. 1, 2% x 7 inches; No. 4, 3)4 x Id inches.

Capacity, No. 1. li exposures; No. 4, 4 exposures without reloading. Size of

Kodak, No. 1. 3]gx 4:!s x ~i)i inches ; No. 4, 434' xijix loj-s inches. Weight.
No. 1, 24 ounces ; No. 4, 46 ounces. Lenses, specially selected as lo quality and

local length. Shutter, Panoram. Two tripod sockets. Brilliant finder with hood.

No. I uses No. 1 F. 1'. Kodak film cartridges ; No. 4, B. E. Film Cartridges, No. 4.
The lens of No. 1 swings in an arc of I I i degrees; of No. 4, 1 12 degrees.

PRICES
N.i. 1 N.i. 1

Panoram Kodak $19.41 $32.35

Black Sole Leather Carrying Case, wilh shoulder strap . . . . 6.75 1(1. 50

N. C. Film Cartridge, No. 1, 6 exposures, 2% x7(No. 105); No. I,

1 exposures, 3% x 12 (No. 103) .50 .no

Ditto, 3 exposures .25

The prices of camera! and film include the Excise War Tax

&
rs^xM
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THE BOX BROWNIES

1 HESE little cameras retain much of the skill of their forefathers

the highly efficient but bulky box cameras of the last century with

out their inconvenient weight and size.

There is no bellows to be pulled out; they are light in weight;

their mechanism is simplicity itself; they are not fragile; they do

not have to be focused ; and both cameras and pictures are inexpensive.

These qualities make them equally desirable for adults or children

who want a low priced but practical and reliable camera.

Nos. 0 AND 2 BROWNIES

1 HE No. 0 Brownie makes the popular Vest Rocket size pi<

15/8 x 2> inches, and the No. 2, %%. xS% pictures. Roth cameras

are accurate, reliable, efficient and economical to operate and am bodj

can make good pictures with them from the start. They have the

automatic shutter for snap-shots and time exposures ; the No. 1) with

Nn .'

BROWNIE
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one stop and No. 2 with three stops. Each has carefully tested

meniscus lens and view finders, for vertical and horizontal exposures.

DETAILS

Nos. 0 and 2 Brownies. For rectangular pictures, No. 0, \% x 2% inches;

No. 2, 2% -x.3% inches. Capacity, No. 0, 8 exposures; No. 2, 6 exposures without

reloading. Size of camera, No. 0, 2% x 3Y% x 4Js inches; No. 2, 3% x 4 x &^i
inches. Weight. No. (), 8 ounces; No. 2, 13 ounces. Lenses, meniscus. Shutters,

Eastman Rotary. Two finders.

Nos. 2A AND 3 BROWNIES

All the box Brownies are fixed focus and consequently anyone can,

with reasonable care, make excellent pictures

with them. TheNo. 2Amakespictures2^4x4^

inches,while theNo. 3 makes 3%x4s% pictures.

Each has carefully tested meniscus achro

matic lens, Eastman Rotary shutter with

three stops, two view finders, and the No. 3 is

suppliedwith two tripodsockets. Both cameras

are covered with durable imitation leather

covering, with metal parts nickeled, and have

thedaylight-all-the-way feature oftheKodaks.

DETAILS

Nos. ;.'A and 3 Brownies. For rectangular pictures,
No. .'A, 2)4 x 4X inches; No. 3, 3% x4^ inches. Capacity, 12 exposures without

reloading. Size of camera, No. _'A, :{,7,T x 5 's x <>' s inches; No. :(. I ;s x aybx 6'/n
inches. Weight, No. 2A, -'1 ounces; No. :{. 2 t ounces. Liaises, meniscus achro

matic. Shutters, Eastman Rotary with three stops. Two finders.

PRICES

Nos. 0 and 2 Brownie Cameras, meniscus lenses.

East man Rotary shutters

Nos. 2A and 3 Brownie Cameras, meniscus achro

matic lenses, Eastman Rotary shutters ....

Brownie Carrying Case (with strap, except No. 0)
Brownie Tripod Adapter
N. C. Film Cartridge, 8 exposures, \fi x 2)4 (No.

125 ) for No. 0

Ditto, 6 exposures, 2 '+' X 3% (No. 1 Ml) tor No. 2 .

Ditto, 12 exposures, 2)4 x 1'+ (No. 1 16) for No. .'A;

. I % (No. 124) for No. 3

Ditto, <i exposures

Kodak Portrait Attachment. (SeepageS9) . . .

Developing and Printing Outfit. (Seepage44) . .

The prices ofcamerat and film ittclud,

\... No

$2.86 $3.33

1.15

$4.58
1.70

$6.90
1.80

.60

.30

.90

. 15

.75 .75 .7.', .75

1.00 1.65 1.65 1.65

// . ax
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No. 2C BROWNIE

1 HE shape of this camera makes it practically as easy to carry as a

smaller box while the shape of the picture, measuring 2^6 x 4^Si

inches, is adapted to almost any composition. The size of the

picture and the details of the camera have, together, made this

one of the most popular Brownies. With moderate weight, a

capacity of six or ten exposures and the Brownie stability, reliability

and simplicity, it fits average needs at low cost.

DETAILS

For rectangular pictures,

2J/sx4Js inches. Capacity, 10

exposureswithout reloading,

Sizeofcamera, ' k ii 'A xi '4

inches. Weigh! . 21

Lens, meniscus achroni.il ic.

Shutter, Eastman Rotarj
with 3 stops. Two \m

finders. Two tripod sockets.

(mere, I with durable III"

lalion leather,

PRICKS

No. 2C Brownie, wilh meniscus achromatic lens ami Eastman Rotarj
shutter $5.91

Brownie Carrying Case, with stra] 1.80

N. C. Film Cartridges, 10 exposures (No. 130) .7,',

Ditto, 6 exposures .45

Kodak Port rail Attachment. (Seepage39) .7.i

The pri,
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No. 2 FOLDING Autographic BROWNIE

WITH fine imitation-leather covering its metal case, with black

bellows and nickel and black enamel fittings, this little Brownie has

an attractive exterior. Its construction is sound in every particular.

It has the Autographic feature. It loads in daylight with Auto

graphic Film Cartridges of six exposures. Fitted with meniscus

achromatic or Rapid Rectilinear lens as desired. Has Kodak Ball

Bearing shutter with variable snap-shot speeds of sV and ^u of a

second; also time and "bulb" actions, and is equipped with Kodak

Autotime Scale. Has finger release only. Is made ofmetal, covered

with a fine imitation leather, and carefully finished in every detail.

DETAILS

For rectangular pictures, 2 '{ x

;j, inches. Capacity, 6 exposures
without reloading. Sizeofcamera,
I '+ xo'sxli'j inches. Weight. Ill

ounces. Lens, meniscus achro

matic. Also supplied with Rapid
Rectilinear lens. 3)4 -inch focus.

if desired. Shutter, Kodak Ball

Bearing, equipped with Kodak

AutotimeScale. Reversiblefinder.

two tripod sockets, automatic

focusing lock, black bellows.

PRICES

No. i FoldingAutographic
Brownie, meniscus achro

matic lensand Kodak Ball

Bearing shutter . . .$10.18

Ditto, with Rapid Recti

linear lens II HT

Carrj ing Case for No. 2

Folding A utographic
Brownie, wilh strap . . 1.70

Vutographic Film Cart

ridge, li exposures, 2% x

::'+ (No. A 120) . . .

Kodak Portrait Attach

liienl. (See page 39) . .7a

The puces of cameras and film include

the Excise War Tax
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Nos. 2A AND 2C

FOLDING Autographic BROWNIES

LjIKE the No. 2 Folding Brownie, the 2A and L2C possess the very

useful Autographic equipment permitting one to record the dale

and title on the film at the time the exposure is made. The addition

of this feature makes these focusing cameras highly ellicienl instru

ments, while retaining the simplicity which has always been associated

.'(' FOLDING

Autographh BROWNII
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with the Brownie name. The Kodak Autotime Scale attached to

the Ball Bearing Shutter promotes ease of operation.

The 2A makes pictures %% x i]{ inches, loading with twelve or

six exposure Autographic Film Cartridges (No. A 116), while the

No. 2C picture is 1"/i x 4>Ji inches, in cartridges of ten and six

exposures (No. A 130).

The regular equipment includes, for either camera, a fine quality
meniscus achromatic lens, or, if desired, the Rapid Rectilinear lens.

The shutter is the Kodak Ball Bearing, automatic in action ; the

No. 2A supplied with finger release only, while the No. 2C has both

finger and cable release. The snap-shot speeds however are the same

tor both cameras, J-,, -' and ,,',,, of a. second in addition to the

regular time and "bulb" actions.

Both cameras are made of metal covered with durable imitation

leather; have black bellows; nickel and black enamel fittings; are

small in size, neat in appearance, and thoroughly efficient.

DETAILS

For rectangular pictures, J.'i x 4% inches lor the No. 2A, and 27/a xl;s inches

for the No. _('. Capacity. No. 2\, twelve exposures without reloading, and for

the No. 2C, ten exposures. Size of cameras, No. 2A, 1 ,",., x 3 /s x 7 % inches;

No. .'(.', ij x 3}( x 8],'; inches. Weight, No. 2 \. 24 ounces; No. .'('. 25 ounces.

Lenses, meniscus achromatic, or, if desired, the Rapid Rectilinear; focal length.

No. J.\. 5 inches. No. '.'('. 6)4 inches. Shutters, Kodak Ball Bearing, equipped
wilh Autotime Scale. Reversible finders, t wo tripod sockets, automatic focusing

locks, and black bellows.

PRICES Np.A N0.2C

Folding Autographic Brownies, with meniscus achromatic lenses

and Kodak Ball Bearing shutters $11.25 $15.04

Ditto, with Rapid Rectilinear lenses 13.63 17.68

Carrying Case for Folding Autographic Brownies, wilh strap 1.80 1.90

Vutographic Film Cartridges, \l exposures, 2)4 x t'i (No. A

in, i; 10 exposures, 2J4. x 4Ji (No. A 130) .60 .lt>

Ditto, 6 exposures ,30 .4,5

Kodak Portrail attachment. (See page 39) .>:> .7.1

The prices f cameras and film include I " Tax
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No. 3A FOLDING Autographic BROWNIE

A MERE summary of the leading characteristics of this camera

reveals the attention given to every detail, and a study of these

features explains its popularity. Large enough to take pictures of

the very popular post-card size {3% x 5% inches). Small enough

to be carried without inconvenience. Equipped with the Kodak

Autotime Scale, which suggests the proper opening to use ; with

.:i
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Brownie Ball Bearing Shutter for smooth working action ; with

reversible finder for both vertical and horizontal pictures ; with the

autographic feature to permit the recording of a date and a title on

the negative after making each exposure. Made substantially of

metal, for durability. Imitation leather covering of fine quality,
round ends, black bellows and nickel and enamel fittings combine to

produce a well finished appearance.

It has a fine quality meniscus achromatic lens, or if desired.

will be equipped with Rapid Rectilinear lens. The shutter is

equipped with cable release; has time and "bulb" actions and snap

shot speeds of sV, s'o and yitj of a second.

The camera loads in daylight with ten and six-exposure Auto

graphic Film Cartridges (No. A 122); has an automatic focusing
lock which permits the quick focusing of objects at any distance.

Has two tripod sockets and carrying handle.

DETAILS

For rectangular pictures, 3){ x 5>2 inches. Capacity, lo exposures without

reloading. Size of camera, 1 [ ,'. x -I
-, "',; x II,;, inches. Weight, 38 ounces. Lens,

meniscus achromatic. Also supplied with Rapid Rectilinear lens 6% -inch locus.

if desired. Shutter. Kodak Ball Bearing with cable release, also equipped with

Kodak A ul oli i ne Scale. Reversible finder, t wo tripod sockets, automatic focusing

lock, black bellows.

PRICES

No. :;A folding Autographic Brownie, meniscus achromatic lens and

Kodak Ball Bearing shutter ; $17.03

Ditto, with Rapid Rectilinear lens 19.95

Carrying Case for No. 3A Folding Autographic Brownie, with strap . . 2.00

Autographic Film Cartridge, 10 exposures.:;1, x 5)4 (No. A 122) . . .<()

Ditto, 6 exposures .66

Kodak Portrait Attacl :nt. (See page 39) 75

'The puces of earnerai and film include the Excise War Tax
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KODAK BALL BEARING SHUTTER

1 HIS shutter is automatic in its action and does not require setting.

Its leaves work on ball bearings, giving it a smooth and reliable action.

and as they open and close in a star-shape aper

ture, the maximum of light is admitted. It is

operated by cable release or finger release and

has the iris diaphragm.

The No. 0 Ball Bearing shutter, as supplied

with the Vest Pocket Kodak and No. 2 Folding

Brownie, operates with finger release only, has

speeds of .,'.-, and >,',; of a second and Autntiluc

Scale. Fitted to the No. 1 Kodak Junior with

meniscus achromatic and Rapid Rectilinear lenses,

the No. 0 has cable release and notAutotime Scale.

The No. 1 shutter has variable indicated speeds

of ?V, >,',, and i,',,, of a second, and is regularly fitted to the No. lA

Kodak Junior, No. 2A Folding Brow nit' and Nos. I A and .'I Kodaks,

and with No. 1 Kodak Junior, when equipped withy. 7.7 lens.

The No. 2 shutter is fitted to Nos. 2C and 8A Kodak Juniors, No. 2C

Folding Brownie .-11111 No. SA Kodak. This has the same speeds .as the

No. 1 shutter but is larger. All have "bulb"' and lime actions.

OPTIMO SHUTTER

1 HK Optimo is one of the most accurate shutters for use with fast

Anastigmat lenses. It has remarkable precision, smoothness, case in

action and sufficient speed to photograph rapidly moving objects. The

Optimo is now supplied wilh all the Specials. \n

making an exposure, iis five leaves revolve

opening and closing as well in a star-shaped

aperture. In addition to the usual bulb"

and lime actions, the Optimo has eight indicated

speeds varying from one second lo .,,', of a

second. This thoroughly reliable shutter is of

the setting type : has cable and linger release.

and is beautifully finished in nickel and black

enamel, with the engraving in gold.
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THE AUTOGRAPHIC FEATURE

EiVERY negative worth the taking is worth a date and usually a

further title. And it is a simple matter to make this record.

All Folding Kodaks (except the Stereo) and Folding Brownies have

a little door in the back, covering
a panel opening through which

one may write on the red paper

that protects the film. After the

title is written on the red paper

it is exposed for a few seconds to

the light, and after development

becomes a photographic part of

the negative itself, such title appearing on the blank section between

the exposures.

The record is as permanent as the negative itself.

THE KODAK RANGE FINDER

1 HE Kodak Range Finder gives you the correct focus to a hair,

and with little trouble.

( )pen the Kodak, draw ing on I I lie sland-

ard to the limit of motion, and holding the

Kodak in flu.' horizontal position, look

through (mil al) the Range Finder at the

I bice mirrors. Select some horizontal line

near the center of the subject, and rack

the lens back and forth until this line is

continuous in the three mirrors. When

the line is continuous, the focus is correct.

It is all very simple and certain.

The Kodak Range Finder is filled lo the 1 A and 3\ Specials only.
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KODAK PORTRAIT ATTACHMENT

EVERYTHING has its limitations. Pocket

cameras are not made to work close up to

the subject. If they were so made they

would have to have a long bellows draw,

which would mean a long front board, or

an extension to the front board, all of which

would mean extra bulk, and they simply

wouldn't be pocket cameras any more.

This is where the Kodak Portrait Attachment comes in. It so

alters the focus of the lens that the camera can be placed close lo

the subject and a large image, in proportion to the size of the

picture, secured (see frontispiece, page 2). It is invaluable on the

hand camera not merely for making portraits, but for photo

graphing any small objects, such as flowers, or fruits.

The attachment is simply an extra lens, which lils over the barrel

of the regular lens. This does not alter the exposure nor affecl the

operation of the instrument in any way, except to make the lens

cut sharply when close to the subject, thereby giving a larger image.

Please order by number, or if required for older models or

cameras wilh special equipments, specify shutter and size of camera.

KODAK SKY FILTERS AND COLOR FILTERS

'rill1', Kodak Sky Kilters and Color tillers are glass attachments mounted in Hie

same manner as tin- Kodak Portrait Attachments.

The Sky Filter is intended lo equalize the great difference of light between the

sky and ibrcgr id in landscape photography. Onlj the upper half of the filter

is stained a yellow color to relieve the brightness from the sky, while the lower

hall' of the lilter being colorless, permils a anal exposure for I he foreground.

The Kodak Color filters are ot great value ill outdoor photograph) .
and for all

subjects embracing colors which act weaklj on the sensitive film, as thej hold

back the strong blue and violet rays, affording the weaker colors time lo
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KODAK PORTRAIT ATTACHMENTS, KODAK SKY FILTERS

AND KODAK COLOR FILTERS

Order

by this

Number

No. 1.

No. 8.

No. 8.

PRICES

FOR VEST POCKET AUTOGRAPHIC KODAKS

For Regular Vest Pocket Kodak, with single lenses

For Regular Vest Pocket Kodak, with Rapid Rectilinear lens .

For Special Vest Pocket Kodak, with Anastigmat lens . . .

Sky and
Color

Filters

FOR AUTOGRAPHIC KODAKS, JUNIOR

No. 8. For No. 1 Autographic Kodak Junior, with single or doublelens .

No. 3. For No. 1 Autographic Kodak Junior, with Kodak Anastigmat,

/.7.7 lens

No. 3. For No. 1A Autographic Kodak Junior, with single lens, double lens

or Kodak Anastigmat,/ 7.7 Lens (without engraving on front of lens barrel)

No. 13. For No. 1A Autographic Kodak Junior, with Kodak Anastigmat

/. 7.7 lens (with engraving on front of lens barrel)

No. 5. For No. 2C Autographic Kodak Junior, with single or double lens

No. 7. For No. 2C Autographic Kodak Junior, with Kodak Anastigmat,

f. 7.7 lens

No. 5. For No. SA Autographic Kodak Junior, with single or double lens

No. 7. ForNo.SA Autographic Kodak Junior, with Kodak Anastigmat,

/. 7.7 lens

FOR AUTOGRAPHIC KODAKS

No. 3. For No. 1A Autographic Kodak, with double lens

No. 13. For No. 1 A Autographic Kodak, with Kodak Anasligm.il,/ 7.7 lens

No. 3. For No. 8 Autographic Kodak, with double lens

No. 13. For No. 9 Autographic Kodak, with Kodak Anastigmat,/. 7.7 lens

No. 9. For No. 3 Autographic Kodak, with Kodak Automatic shutter

No. 5. For No. SA Autographic Kodak, wilh double lens

No. 7. ForNo.SA Autographic Kodak,with Kodak Vnastigroat,/. 7.7 lens

FOR AUTOGRAPHIC KODAKS, SPECIAL

No. 6. For No. 1 Autographic Kodak, Special, with any listed lens . . .

No. 6. For No. 1A Autographic Kodak, Special, with any listed lens . .

No. 6. For No. 8 Autographic Kodak, Special, with any listed lens. . .

No. 7. ForNo.SA Autographic Kodak, Special with any listed lens . .

1.15

1.50

I. "ill

1.50

I OR BOX BROWNIES

No. 1. For No. 0 Box Brownie, with single lens ....

No. 1. For No. 2 Box Brownie, with single lens ....

No. 2. For No. 2A Box Brownie, with single lens . . . .

No. 4. For No. 2C Box Brownie, with single lens ....

No- 4. For No. 8 Box Brownie, with single lens ....

i.r,

1.15

FOR FOLDING AUTOGRAPHIC BROWNIES

No. 8. For No. 2 FoldingAutographic Brow me. wilh single ordouble lens

No. 3. For No. 2A FoldingAutographicBrow nie.w n Bingle or double lens

No. 5. For No. 2C FoldingAutographicBrow nie.w ith single ordouble lens

No. 5. F,,r No. ma Folding Autographic Brow nie.w ith single ordouble lens

i i S

I .SO

I. .11
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KODAK FILM TANK

ANYBODY can get as correctly developed negatives by developing
films in the Kodak Film Tank as ail expert can by any known method of

development. All that is necessary is to use the developer recommended

for use in the tank, and develop for the length of time the tank instruc

tions require for the temperature at which the developer is used. And

experience has demonstrated that the tank method gets the utmost out

of correctly exposed, under-exposed and over-exposed negatives.

It requires experience to know when to stop development by the traj

method, but with the tank it is not a matter of guess-work, lor tin

experience is in the tank. By consulting the table oil einpcrat ures um

will know how long your film should he developed. But one of the

greatest advantages of the tank is that it maybe used in broad daylight,

eliminating the dark r entirely.

The Kodak Film Tank consists of a winding box, a light-proof apron,
and a heavily nickeled brass .solution cup with cover. In t lie Hrnu mo

Film Tank, hovvev er, no cover is necessary as the film roll itself is t u rn ed.

All articles pack in the box, making entire outfit self-contained.

The film to be developed is placed upon a reel in the winding box,

the cover is placed on the box and the film is wound around an axis in

in
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combination with the apron, in such fashion that, when completely

wound, the apron protects the film effectually from light, and may be

removed from the winding box safely at any time. It is then lowered into

the cup of developer, the cover attached and the film left to develop for

about twenty minutes. After development the film is removed for fixing.

Especial attention is called to the 3/4 -inch size, for the development

of the 2C size films.

Those who wish to develop more than one roll at a time can do so

without purchasing extra tanks complete, by securing duplicating outfits

as listed below.

PRICES

Brownie Kodak Film Tank, for use with No. 1, No. 2 and No. 2

Folding Pocket Brownie cartridges, complete $4.00

Cover for same .25

Spool Adapter, for Vest Pocket Kodak Film .10

Vest Pocket Kodak Film Tank, for Vest Pocket cartridges, complete . 3.50

/'2-inch Kodak Film Tank, for use with all Kodak or Brownie carl-

ridges having a film width 2)4 inches or less, complete 5.00

3^-inch Kodak Film Tank, for use with all Kodak and Brownie cart

ridges having a film width of 3)4 inches or less, complete 6.00

5-inch Kodak Film Tank, for use with all Kodak and Brownie cart

ridges having a film width of 5 inches or less, complete 7.00

7-inch Kodak Film Tank, for use with No. .5 Cartridge Kodak in-

shorter film cartridges, complete 8.50

Duplicating Outfit, consisting of one solution cup, one transferring
reel, and one apron, for Brownie Kodak Film Tank 1.75

Ditto, for Vest Pocket Film Tank 1.75

Ditto, for 2^-inch Kodak Film Tank 2.50

Ditto, for 3^-inch Kodak Film Tank 3.00

Ditto, for 5-inch Kodak film lank 3.50

Ditto, for 7-inch Kodak Film Tank 4.25

Flexible Rubber Tray, for 3^-inch Kodak Film Tank _\.",n

Kodak Tank Developer Powders for Brownie Kodak Film 'tank, per

package, )4 dozen .15

Ditto, for Vest Pocket Tank 15

Ditto, for 2^-inch tank, per package, '.-dozen .20

Ditto, for 3>2-inch tank, per package, \4 dozen .20

Ditto, for 5-inch tank, per package, \4 dozen .25

Ditto, for 7-inch tank, per package. '. dozen .25

\ei,| Fixing Powder, per ',-pound package .10

Ditto, per ^-pound package .15

Ditto, per 1-pound package .25

41
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No. 2 BROWNIE DEVELOPING BOX

1 HE Brownie Developing Box is a simplified and modified form of the

Kodak Film Tank, offering the same assurance of perfectly developed

film, and at the same time is so simple that any boy or girl can readilj

understand and operate it.

It consists of a metal box with cover, just long' enough to accom

modate a roll of Nos. 117, 120 or 127 N. C. Film in one loop.

To develop, the roll of film is inserted in the spool carrier, and by

means of a cord and winding shaft the film is unrolled and carried

around a roller bearing, thus exposing the film In the action oi thi

de\ eloper.

Before unrolling the film, the developer is poured in the box and the

cover put in place; all these operations being performed in daylight,
The film is then unrolled by turning the crank, w lieu the box is rocked on

its standard for six minutes. The developer is then poured off and box

filled wilh water lo wash out developer, after which film is removed and

fixed in daylight.

It provides an excellent means lor those who have Nos. 0, I or 2

Brownie Cameras, of developing their films simply and accurately.

PRICES

No. 2 Brownie Developing box

Brownie Developing Box Powders, per package of 6 .15

Kodak Acid Fixing Powders. \4 -pound package .15

Ditto, '-i -pound package ,10

I.!
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EASTMAN PLATE TANK

W HAT the film tank has done for films, the

plate tank does for plates. The idea of the two

tanks is based upon the same time and tem

perature system of development, with of

course such differences in actual construction

of the tanks as are required by the physical

differences between films and plates. And as

plates must be unloaded in a dark room,

the plate tank cannot otter the advantage of

daylight quite all the way but it takes only a

few moments in the dark room to load this

tank, after which it may be brought out into

any light for development.

The de\ ice consists <ii' a metal solution cup

wilh cover, a cage for holding twelve or less plates, and a loading fixture

for loading the plates in the cage.

The exposed plates are loaded into the cage and placed in the lank,

which has been filled with developer, in the dark room and the tank

cover fastened in place. On the front of the tank is a dial for registering

time. Development is allowed to continue for fifteen minutes, the tank

being n\ ersed se\ era! times. After development, the developer is washed

out ol I lie plates, and the fixing and washing .ire done in t he usual manner.

PRICES

l.asluian Plate lank, for I x .",. 3% x .'i1?. and smaller plates, includes

solution cup, plate cage, loading fixture and adjustable kit $l..oo

Ditto, .', x 7. without kit 6.00

Adjustable Kit, for 4 x 5 or 3% x. 5)4 tank, to take smaller plates . . . ,60

Separate Kits, for 5 x 7 lank, to take 3% \ '>'_ . I \ x li '.. or I ;, x <i ',

plates, each 1.00

Metal Insert, for 5 x T tank, to take 4. x 5 plates 25

Eastman PlateTank Developer Powders, for I x 5 tank, per packagi
dozen .20

Ditto, for 5 x 7 lank, per package. '2 dozen .1(1

Kodak Acid fixing Powder, per 1-pound package .25

Ditto, per '.-pound package .15
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DEVELOPING AND PRINTING

OUTFITS

POR thosewho wish to develop by the dark room method w e offer complete

developing and printing outfits containing everything necessary for the

work. By combining a variety of different articles and making up

the outfits in large quantities, we furnish them at a much lower price

than if the articles were purchased separately. The Eastman SA Outfit

contains every requisite for finishing twenty-four 3% \ 5/4 or smaller

pictures, and includes the following-

One Kodak Candle Lamp No.,;,,

One Printing Frame .35

One Class for Frame .05

One 4-ounce Graduate

One Stirring Hod .05

Four Developing Trays .In

five tubes Eastman Special Developer
( in, half pound Kodak Acid fixing Powder .15

line package I'olassiiun Br ide .10

Two dozen 3)4 x .', '_> Wlnx Paper .In

Two ounces Nepera Solution for developing Velox .lo

Insl rucl ion l'.ook I Ire, l

EASTMAN ::.V OUTFIT, compli n . mmi.n l.a< ked, $1.65

EASTMAN A B C OUTFIT, similar to above but providing for I x :, or

smaller pictures si. p.,

No. o BROWNIE Developing and Printing Outfit, complete, for develop
ing and printing twent] four pictures 1 x\ ."... Price, c plete . . 1.00
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KODAK AMATEUR PRINTER

1 HE Printer consists of a box with a removable top, in which there is

a glass window through which the printing is done. Prints may be made

with white margins, any size from \V& x 2% to 4 x 5% inches, by a

simple automatic masking device, which holds the negatives firmly until

released. Within the box is a small red electric bulb to permit the

adjustment of negative and paper, and provision is made for a 60 Watt

Mazda lamp, which is automatically turned on when the hinged frame is

closed to make the exposure.

In the side of the box is a removable window, covered with orange

fabric which serves as a dark-room lamp when developing-out or bromide

papers are being used.

The printer is supplied complete, without lamp, but including b)4 feet

of electric light cord and plug.

The Kodak Amateur Printer $10.00
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KODAK AUTO-MASK PRINTING

FRAME

1 HE new Auto-mask is the most

convenient and useful thing in printing

frames that has yet been produced. It

is adaptable to the printing of nega

tives of any amateur size, from I x 5,

3T/i x 5}4 and smaller, using the same

simple masking device employed on

the Kodak Amateur Printer. The nega

tive is held firmly in place by the

mask and is as readily released, when

desired, by a slight pressure on the

thumb lever.

Any number of uniformly masked prints inu v be made w il bout cli.ai

I he posit ion of l he negative, and if desired, prints may be so made

while space is left at I be side or bo 1 1 for writing as, for example,

p, is I -cards. The graduated scales attached lo the stationary guides

in sizing and holding exact dimensions of mask openings.

Kodak Auto-mask Printing Frame $1.50

that

Willi

MASKIT PRINTING FRAME

THE Kodak Maskii Printing F ,h

1 1\ e and mask slipping on I lie glass, and li

secure prints with a uniform while margin.

Ilolh negative anil mask are held firmly,

thus obviating the necessity of gumming,

Kodak Maskit, '', * r,'. opens two thirds

Kodak Maskit, .!', \ SI i, opens two thirds . . . ,fll

Kodak Maskit, 3 \7 , ns two-thirds ... .7i
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KODAK SERIAL PRINTING

FRAME, No. 2

1 HE Serial Printing Frame will be found a great convenience for

printing from Vest Pocket Kodak and No. 0 Brownie negatives. After

devi lopment, the film is left in a continuous strip (without cutting), and

the frame is so designed as to permit the film to slide easily through the

frame from exposure to exposure. The film and paper are firmly held

during printing, by a tension spring.

Kodak Serial Printing Frame No. 2 for V. P. and No. 0 Brownie negatives $0.50

EASTMAN AND BROWNIE PRINTING FRAMES

Eastman 3% x \i, for No. I Panoram Ditto, for i' 2 x 45, film negatives ,,1

Kodak, opens in three sections . . . $1.00 smaller $0.35
Eastman j'4 x 7, lor No. 1 Panoram Ditto, S5i x 4'4, opens two-thirds,
Kodak, opens in two sections . . . .;,.", each 85

Brownie Printing Frame, No. 1, for Ditto, iii x 5)2, lor films, opens two

i'4x2M Developing paper only . . ..'" thirds 35

Drownie Printing Frame, No. 2, for Ditto, for plates 40

t}i x 3Vt Developing paper only . . ..'" Eastman I x 5, opens two-thirds . . . .35

Eastman, forW x plates and V. P. Eastman 5 x 7, opens two-thirds . . . .45

or smaller film negatives 10

KODALOID PRINTING MASKS

These transparent, orange-red color masks are intended for use with Maskit

Printing Frames. Supplied in sets of three, each with different size opening.
Persetof 8, S} x 4# . $0.25 Per set of 8, sK x SH . $0.80 Per set of 8, 5 x 7 . . $0.85

lilack paper masks, same sizes as above. Price, per set of 8, 11.111

EASTMAN PRINTING MASKS

Made of transparent Kodaloid, lo til the regular Printing Frames, and offering
various sizes of openings.

. 1 rames, s masking
sizes, each $0.10

Eor 1 v ."1 Frames, 5 masking
sizes, each 1

Eor 5x7 Frames, 6 masking
M/rs, r:tc\! I

""
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KODAK ENLARGING OUTFIT

1 HE Kodak Enlarging Outfit suits the needs of the amateur who is

doing his own enlarging. Although small in size and so compact as to

l>e easily stored, it is a thoroughly practical instrument and capable ol

almost unlimited results.

Enlargements up to the size of the easel ( I I \ 17 inches), or even larger
if desired, may be readily made from negatives of any size up to I- x 6.

The outfit includes Enlarging Camera, lens and diaphragm (largest

slop U. S. I), easel, lamp housing, light cord and plug, but does not

include the tin Watt Ma/da electric light bulb.

kodak Enlarging Outfit

Lantern Slide Block '*'

Portrait Attachment No. .', .16

BROWNIE ENLARGING CAMERA

The Brownie Enlarging Camera consists of a light-tight cone, made in two

sections, with an attachment at the small end to hold the negative, and another

at the large end for the paper. The lens is supported between negative and

paper at just the proper focal distance.

The cameras, with the exception of the No. 2 Brownii Posl card, are collapsible,
so II, al lliev fold H a I and mnj be convenientlj earned in a

.suitcase.

\,, 2 lii" no- Posl card Enlarginii I amero, roi

enlargements from ".
'

res

\,, I Brownie Enlarging Camera, for 5 x 7 enlargements n

... itives i.s'i

*No. S Ditto, for c,< \ .-.' enlarge ids from .i\ I

tives, also for proportionate enlargements from smallei

negatives
No. I Ditto, foi -

10, i I I " o 1,1 ,'111,'llU

n ,,in i \ .. .;', \ ..' and I n i m res, respei tivelj 0 01

V. P. K.OD \k ENLARGING CAMER \

This is made upon the same principle as the Brownie

Enlarging Camera, excepting that being small in itself, it is

not made collapsible and is m one sectioi Ij .

Il offers the simplest means for making 3j4 x6)4 enlarge
incuts from I 's x ." negat i\ es.

Vesl Pockel Kodak Enlarging Camera ...

I |i, , prices in, hide III.' Excise War Tax
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VELOX PAPER

V ELOX is a developing-out paper that prints in any light, and therefore

permits the amateur to utilize his evening hours in print making. It re

quires no dark room. These factors, plus its simplicity ofmanipulation, and

variety ofgradesandsurfaces, makeit suitable forall amateur requirements.
Velox is divided broadly into three kinds of paper, called Contrast,

"

Regular" and Special,
' '

each division containing a variety of surfaces.

"Contrast" and Regular" papers develop quickly and are best suited

for negatives lacking contrast. Special" papers develop slowly, and give

soft effects from hard negatives.

Yelox Contrast" is made in Carbon (matte) single weight and Velvet

(semi-gloss) both single and double weight. Contrast Velox will secure

the best possible results from extremely thin or from dense flat negatives.

Velox "Regular" has the following surfaces : Carbon (matte), Glossj ,

Glossy double weight, Velvet, Velvet double weight. Velvet is recom

mended for very flat negatives and gives semi-gloss prints of exceptional

quality.
In the "Special" class, the surfaces are Carbon (matte), Portrait

(smooth matte), Portrait double weight, Rough, Glossy, Glossy double

weight, Velvet, and Velvet double weight. Special Velvet Velox has a

greater range than .any of the other Special" papers.

Royal Velox is coated on an India tint stock in Regular" and

"Special," in one surface, and just rough enough to produce soft,

mellow-tinted prints.

PRICES

Size

Sinclc Weight Double Weight

Dozen
'

. i Iross dross i lozen 'A Gross dross

iy8x2z $1.10 $0.15 $1.40
tHxsii .18 1.10 .15 1.40

tH v 4K .15 1.85 .20 1.71)

SzSxSzi .15 l.fiO .20 2.00

ll'zvv IH .40 1.75 .25 2.20

m x m .80 1.75 .25 2.20

M x 5)4 ..'ii 2.00 .25 2.50

4 X 5 .85 2.30 .30 8.00

t'A x 7 .20 2.00 .25 8.50

.30 3.05 .40 3. NO

5 x 7 .40 $8 10 3.90 .50 $8.60 4.00

s'Ax 12 ..Ml .'.lill 1 , .110 3.10 5.05

VelOX POSI end- '.., furnished in Regul: r Velvet,

Special \ elvet, Special Portrait, Regular < lloss . Special

ind Regular Roj ,i and Special Royal . 2.00

Ditto, Double Posl cards, ;' 11 Miches . . .

Brownie Post-cards, 2% x i'4, Regular and Spec al V elvel 1.10 2.15

III
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VELOX SUNDRIES

N. A. (Non-abrasion Yelox) Liquid Developer. 4-ounce bottle (makes
16 ounces for Special. Regular or Contrast) &0.28

Ditto, Id-ounce bottle 84

Nepera Solution, per 4-ounce bottle ,28

Ditto, per 16-ounee bottle .84

Nepera Auxiliary Powders (for converting Nepera solution to a film or

plate developer), per package 1 dozen .35

Velox Re-developer for Sepia Tones, per 4-ounce bottle .50

*Ditto, 2 ounces (sufficient for 150 4x5 prints) .30

*Velox Re-developer Tubes, for sepia toning, per package 12 lubes . . .84

Velox Liquid Hardener, per 4-ounce bottle .15

Ditto, 8-ounce bottle .25

Kodak N. A. M. Q. Developer, per package .'< tubes .30

Kodak Acid Fixing Powder for fixing Velox Prints, per pound .... .25

Ditto, '2 pound .15

Ditto, % pound .10

Package also includes bleaching agent.

KODAK VELVET GREEN

Effects heretofore to lie had only by the carbon process can lie secured

by any amateur photographer with this paper.

For landscapes, for marine scenes, and in fact, lor the niajiuilv of

outdoor amateur negatives, the rich green of prints on Kodak Yelvcl

Green produces most beautiful and harmonious effects, wilh an indes

cribable atmosphere" of nature itself.

Anil to use this paper the amateur need not learn new processes, nor

possess extraordinary skill. Anyone who can print on Yclux paper can

print just as successfully on Kodak Velvet Green, as the two processes

after exposure are identical, except for a slight change in the developing
solution.

The surface a smooth semi-matti brings out detail fully, and the

paper is supplied in both single and double weights.
Kodak Velvet Green Post-cards are very appropriate for use at vaca

tion time.

Prices same as for Yelox. I See page IP.)
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EASTMAN BROMIDE PAPERS

For enlargements. Grades : Velvet, Royal, Standard, Enameled and

Matte-enamel.

Size Per Doz. ' Size Per Doz. Size Per Doz,

5 x7

5 X 8

eH xsH

$0.50
.55

.80

8 X 10

10 x 12

11 X 14

$1.10
1.70

2.10

14 X 17

IB X 20

is x 22

S.1.15

4.20

5.25

Other sizes in proportion

SOLIO PAPER

A rapid, glossy, printing-out paper

Size Per Package, 2 Doz.

\HxiA $0-80

i%xH to

iAxt%
5(4xS 25

3%Xi% 85

2%x4% 25

3Kx5'/2 SO

.40

Size Per Package, 2 Doz.

tlix 7 (No. 1 Panoram Kodak) . . . . $0.30
Per Doz.

ili x is'A $0.85
5x7 30

3% x 18 (No. 4 Panoram Kodak) . . . .35

Post cards .20

Double Solio Post cards 40

Brownie Post cards, i% x -I Vi .... .15

Solio Toning and Fixing Powders, per carton, 5 tubes, So. 25. Solio Combined Toning and

Fixing Solution, per 8-ounce bottle, $0.50. Ditto, 4-ounce bottle, $0.30; post-paid, $0.50. Solio

Hardener, per 8-ounce bottle, $0.70.

KODAK DRY MOUNTING TISSUE

Mounts prints even on thin mounts without curl. The simplest method

of mounting, no apparatus being required just fix the tissue on print,

lay on mount and press with a warm flat iron; no sticky fingers, no muss

of any kind.

PRICES

Size, t'A x 3A, 3 dozen .

Size, .11/, x t'A. 3 dozen .

Size, 3'A x 5)4, 2 dozen .

. $0.10 Size, 4 x 5, 2 dozen $0.10
Size, \\i x tilA, 1 dozen lo

Size, 5 x 7, 1 dozen lo

GLASS DRY PLATES

Si ed (Single Coated)
Size Per Doz,

354 x 3'A $0.45

3'AxW 55

SKX5J4 75

\ 5

tXxa'A i.io

5 X7 1.85

Lantern Slide Plates, 3'A x 4 55

Seed Non-Halation Ortho(Di le Coated)

Size Per lioz.

3% x i'A $0.85
3%xbxA 05

X 5 .05

4"/i X 'A 1.40

5 x 7 1.65

Cover (Jlass for Lantern Slides ... .35

Lantern Slide Binders, per package, 50 strips . . .
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THE KODAK ALBUM

(Loose-leaf)

One-piece black narrow grained cow

hideleather lined. Leaves held in

place by black silk cord through cover

and metal tubes. Very flexible Oxford

Bible style edges.
XVi X 7, A, 50 black leaves ....

7 X 11, B, 50 black leaves 6.50

Package 18 extra leaves, A. $0.15: B, $0.18

THE OTHELLO ALBUM

( Loose-leaf )

This album has flexible covers of finest heavy black

walrus leather or green ail i lici.d leather. Large pocket
in back cover for holding loose prints. Has expansion
back held firmly by countersunk black' enamel screws;

50 jet black leaves of best quality and will hold I 5 extra.

.- x 8, LA, leather, $4.50 CA. green . $8.75 B x 10, LC, leather, $7.00 CC, green . $4.00
7 x 11, LB, leather, 8.50 CB, green . S.75 11 x 14, LD, leather, 10.00 CD, green. 6.00

Package 12 extra leaves, A, $0.15; B, $0.18; C,$0.80; D, $0.40

THE TROJAN ALBUM

I I se-leaf )

Made of finest quality flexible, embossed leather,
with choice of bronze finish or blended grej and black

shade and wind
"

Photographs" stamped in gold leaf.

Black silk cloth pocket for louse prints. Contains 50

jet black leaves of extra quality, held in place bv cord

inside of covers, making album loose leaf,

cover . $3.50 10x18, BC, bronze, or GC, grey covei

in 11x14, mi. i,i,,i,/, ,oi i .n Kiev eovei

,. $0 I i| II. -il. Is; ('. $0. :..; Il,
-

THE HERCULES ALBUM

(Loose-leaf)

This is one of the most attractive albums ever

offered, 'the covers are flexible with choice of black,
blended grcv genuine leathers or rich maroon artificial

leather wilh flap and clasps holding the alb flat

when tilled, lias large pocket for loose prints; is

furnished with .',0 black leaves bound inside of cover

bv silk cord.

:', \ s, ll.V, black . .

7 x n, llll. black
ii x i.', lie. black . .

0 x il, Bli. black .

Package i ,

i GA, 1, leaded

i. 11. blended

i.e. blended
i. n, blended

. si. |,l \i \. n>. n

VI II. mil

Ml', mai

mil mar

Open back style ; black

\. $0.15; II. $0.18; C, $0.5; D, $0.40

lilt. VEGA ALBUM

(Loose leaf)
enameled screw holders, Unlimited capai

leaves. Silk book cloth pocket on back i

genuine cowhide, babj walrus finished.

."> x s, A $4.00 7 \ II. II . .

ioxh, c 7.83 ii \ n, n .

I' l, I ,'. I .Vila leaves, V, si, | ,; ||

fur exl ru

r. I '.lack

. , 7.80

li, -i, in
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THE NILE ALBUM

(Loose-leaf)
A new handsome album ; cover of the best grade imitation leather, duo-tinted,

alligator pattern ; 50 black leaves held in place by curd

and holder inside of cover. The word "Photographs"
stamped in gold foil on cover.

X8, A S1.65 7x11.1! $8.25
Package 18 extra leaves, A, $0.15; B,$0.18

THE AJAX ALBUM

( Loose-leaf I

This album lias closed back and .'id black leaves held in place by cord and holder

inside of covers. Choice of black narrow grained or

rich maroon imitation leather covers.

5x 8, MA, maroon, or BA, black $1.50
7X11, MB, man .or BB, black 2.10

10x18, MC, maroon, or BC, black S.85

u x 1 1, Ml), maroon, or BD, black . 3.35

Package 12 extra leaves, A, $0.15; B, $0.18; C,$0.S0; D, $0.65

THE AGRIPPA ALBUM

( Loose-leaf)

Choice of genuine beautiful black grain leather ,ir embossed black cloth cover;

50 black leaves held in place by silk cord anil holder

inside of cover.

:, X 8, CA. cloth SI. in: I , V, leather $8.75
7 x 11, CB, cloth 1.90; LB. leather 1.00

10 x 12, CC, cloth 2.M5; LC, leather 6.00

n x ii, CD, cloth 8.10; LD, leather 6.25

Package 12 extra leaves, A, $0.15; B, $0.18; C,$0.S0; D, $0.85

THE THEBES ALBUM

Loose-leaf open back style; 50 black leaves held in place )>\ silk curd i

through metal tubes. The wind "Photographs" stamped in gold mi leather i

plain relief on cloth cover. Choice of black seal grain leather or artificial

leal her cuvers.

3%x 7, CA. cloth $1.40; LA, leather . $2.65 8x10, CD, cloth $2.10; LD.leathei
7 x iii, en, el,, lh I .no; LB, leather 1.00 11 x 14, CE, cloth 8.40; LE, leather
in x 7, ('(.', cloth 1.90; LC, leather 1.00

Package 12 extra leaves, V, $0.15, B, $0.18; C,$0.18; D,$0.20; E, $0.40

THE JUNO ALBUM

Open back style; 50 black loose leaves held ill plai
curd through cuvers. Dark green, brown

niiil.il ion leather cover.

: x 8, GA. green, BA, brown or CA, black . . .

7 x 11, <;B, green, BB, brown or (' I), black

Package i.' extra leaves, A, $0.15; B, $0.18

THE APOLLO ALBUM

Solid bound rounded back. Black English grained
leather or black watered silk cloth cover with pocket
for loose prints. Black leaves only.

$1.25; LA, leather $2.50

LB, leather S.50

LC, leathei 5.85

LD, leather 5.50

LE, leather 275

l.l ', leather 4.00

LG, leather 0.00

l.l I, leather 6.85

bj metal tubing and silk

cloth

cloth

cloth

cloth
, loth

cloth
cloth

cloth

1.60;

2.50;

2.60;
I. in:

I. mi;

.1.1111;

S3
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THE FORUM ALBUM

Flexible embossed cloth cover, in imitation black leather.

5lA x 7, A, 25 black leaves, or N. 25 Sepia leaves $0 95

7 x 10, B, 25 black leaves, or O, 25 Sepia leaves 1.25

10 x 7, C, 25 block leaves, or P, 25 Sepia leaves 1.25

11 x 14, D, 25 black leaves, or R, 25 Sepia leaves 2.00

ilAx 7, li, 511 black leaves 1.25

7 X10, F, 50 black leaves 1.60

111 x 7, (I, 511 black leaves 1.60

il x 14, H, 50 black leaves 2.no

THE RHODES ALBUM

Open back style choice of genuine black grained
leather or embossed black book cloth with fiO black

leaves held in place by metal tubes anil silk cord

through cover.

5 \ s, CA, cloth SI..':,; LA, leather

Package

-., n, CB, cloth, $1.75; I. Il, leathi

\, $0.15; II, $0.18

THE ARTIST'S ALBUM

( Loose-leaf system, silk lacing I

No. 1, black leaves; X,,. ', while leaves; \". i. Sepia

leaves, 5lA x 7 $0.35
Extra Leaves, package of 5 mi

No. 4, black leaves; No. 5, vvliile leaves; No. II. Sepia
leaves. 7x10 50

Extra Leaves, package of 5 1 .'

EASTMAN FILM NEGATIVE ALBUMS

^
These albums afford a safe, convenient

gg-.
> / and efficient way of keeping film negatives.

V.^^ \\ t.aeli leaf is. ilself, an envelope, and the

Nn^\
'

negatives d I conic in contact Willi

*Sb^^ ^|u\ . ,\ each other, 'the index furnishes a read]

PRICES

For 100 negatives, i'x ih $0.75
For 100 negatives, iii x 4K, or smaller .... 75

For 100 negatives, 3'A x 1 ',. or 1 \ 5,orsmaller 1,00

For 100 negatives, 8% x ",', ,,r small, 1 1.00

For 100 negatives, 5 x 7, or smaller 1.50

THE AMATEUR FOLDER

This folder is jusl the thing for carrj ing around or mailing the lav,, rile pictures.
II is made of a marble gov cover stuck durable. The pic lure is inserted under

the corners which holds il socurelv .

So.

i- I in 1- id "i I i"i izontal
i\ i,n <ii x 4$, prints Upright or Horizontal 55

prints 1 pright 01 Horizontal 57

1 .\ I'm i'i x ,'., prints Upright or Horizontal .uo
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KODAK CARD MOUNTS

THE BALTICBUFF, BROWN OR GREY

Heavy stock, beveled edges, heavy borders. Sold only in lots of fifty, one kind and size.

No. Prints Mount Per 100 Per 50 No. Prints Mount
Per 100 Per 50

0 iftxiA 3% x 4XA $1.75 $0.90 2C 2/8 X 4/8 5/8 X 7/8 $2.65 $1.35
t% xS% i}i x 5^8 2.20 1.10 3A 3]A X b'A 5&X 8 2.85 1.45

1A tA xi'A 4A X 6'A 2.40 1.20 4 4 X 5 6x7 3.30 1.70

2 A xS'A 5A X SA 2.60 1.30 4A 4K x eA BH x xh 4.20 2.15

3 3% X 4'A 5/8 X 8H 2.60 1.30 5 5 X 7 S X III 5.20 2.65

TRIUMPHASH GREY AND ARTIST BROWN

No. Color
For

Prints

Size of

Mount
Per 50 No. Color

For

Prints

Size of

Mount Per 50

Al

A2

Bl

B2

Grey
Brown

Grey
Brown

5 X 7

5 X 7

BA x A
B'A x A

8 X HI

MX III

10 X 12

10 X 12

$2.50
2.50

3.50

3.50

Cl

C2

Dl

U2

Grey
Brown

Grey
Brown

X x 10

8 \ in

7 x 11

7 X 11

inn

12 x 14

11 X 15

11 X 15

$4.25
4.25

4.50

4.50

ENLARGEMENT FOLDER

This new Enlargement Folder is supplied in Olive Grey or Brown, the former with white insert.
and the latter, sepia-bull' insert. Either style is furnished with both oval and rectangularmasks

No. Color
For Size

Prints Outside

Per Pkgc

Vi Doz.
No. Color

For

Prints

Size

Outside
PerPkge.
.'. Ho/.

Al

A2

III

B2

White

Buff

White

Bull

5 X 7

5 X 7

6)4 x A

6'/4 x A

lA x WA
lA. x vA

hH x 10M
** x inK

$0.75
.75

.87

.87

Cl

C2

Dl

D2

White

Bull

White
bull

6 x 10

6 x 10

8 X 10

8 X 10

X 1.1

u x 1:1

10K X 13

10& X 13

$0.99
.09

1 .05

1.05

1NSLIP ENLARGEMENT MOUNTENGLISH GREY OR SEI'IA-BUFF

No.
For

Prints

Size

Outside Price No.
For

Prints

Size

( lnlsnle Price

A

I)

c

11

J

K

3'A x SA

3/8 X SA
4% X 6/2

5x7

10 X 12

7 X 12

7K x 9K
8/8 x OK
*A x 10K
vVi x ll>4
15 Ji x 17 Ji
18 X 14

Doz. $0.87
Doz, .87

Doz. .87

Doz. .87

A Doz. 1.47

A Doz. .09

E

F

G

H

L

M

5X8%
BA x 8/2
6 X 10

8 X 10

8 X 14

11 X 14

0/8 X 13/s
llH X 13JS
in 11

12/8 X 14^8

n'A x 2ii'4
I,1, , 'II',

Doz $0.99
Doz. 1.11

Doz. 1.23

II,,/.. 1.17

A Doz. .90

', Doz. 1.88

THE DRIMOUNTENGLISH GREY OR SEPIA-BUFF

No.
For

Prints

Si/e

Outside
Price No.

For

Prints

S i zc

Outside Price

A

II

C

D

J

K

SK x SA
3/s x 554

4% X BA
5x7

10 X 12

7 x 12

VA x HA

7/8 x UA

H% X 11154

\>U x ll/s
15 X 17

11*S x HX

Doz. $0.42
Do/. .48

Doz. .45

Do/. .48

A Doz. .63

ri In,/. ..'.7

E

F

G

11

I.

M

5 X %%
bA x v,A
6 X10

8 X 10

8 X 14

11 X 14

9H x 12K
11/8 X 13/8
10?4 x ll/a
12ji X 14/tl
14 X 20

17 X 20

Doz. $0.57
Doz. .1,11

Doz .63

Doz. .75

',. Doz .n:l

A Doz. .78

STEREO MOUNTS

SizeofMount, 8/4 x 7: color. Queen's Grey; per 100, $1.15; per 50 $0.60

ft
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TRIPODS

KODAK METAL

The Kodak Metal Tripods have telescoping legs of brass tubing the

three lower ones nickel the upper, black enamel. They are light in

weight, compact and exceptionally rigid.

The Nos. 1 and 2 have revolving heads permitting the camera to s\\ ing

so as to take in the desired view without moving the tripod. They also

have straps for holding the legs in place when closed. The Nos. lC and

2C have solid heads and are without straps for holding legs. The No. t>

has an improved folding head, permitting the legs to fold flat.

Length
Sections Closed Extended Weight Price

Kodak Metal Tripod No. 0 3 15)4 inches 39)4 inches 1.5 ounces $3
Kodak Metal Tripod No. 1C 4 15# inches 18% inches 25)4 ounces 4.75

Kodak Metal Tripod No. 1 1. IS inches 4%)4 inches 24)4 ounces 5.25

Kodak Metal Tripod No. 2C 5 13)4 inches V9% inches 26 minces 5.50

KodakMetal Tripod No. 8 5 13)4 inches \S)4 inches 25 ounces ii.no

Kodak Metal Tripod No. 6 (i ll's inches 40 inches 24 ounces 7.5Q

Leatherette Case, for Nos. 0 and 1 l.Sfi

Leather Carrying Case, for Nos. 0 to 2, inclusive 3.75

Ditto, for No. (> I- ''"

Rubber Tips for Metal Tripod Spurs (per set of 3) It'

THE BULL'S-EYE

Two sections. Aluminum revolving head. Made of maple, with brass

fittings. For t x 5 cameras, or smaller. Length, extended, l'-'1.- inches;

t'ol (led, 24 inches. The only two-section tripod I hat will go into a suitcase.

Price, $2.00

Two sections. fixed, non-detaehalile head.

grained wood is used in its construction.

Price. SI..V,

Only clear, straight-

56
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THE STANDARD

The feature of this tripod is the automatic locking of the sections when

they are extended. Light, compact and rigid. Fixed, non-detachable

head. Length, folded 21 inches, extended 53/4 inches. Weight, 18

ounces. Cherry finish, brass trimmings.

Price, $3.00

VEST POCKET KODAK TRIPOD ADAPTER

This little device can be affixed to a tripod head, to the Optipod or to

the Kodapod, in a few turns. Choice of sockets permits placing for

vertical or horizontal pictures. The camera may

be instantly slipped into the adapter where it is

firmly held by a spring clamp.

Price, $0.50

THE OPTIPOD

The new Optipod is a combined tripod head

and clamp which may be used effectively as a

tripod when clamped

lo.'i chair, table, auto

mobile, motorcycle, or

any substantial object.

It is small and light, slipping readily into the

pocket and iu.a\ lie carried without incon

venience.

When used in connection with a tripod,
the Optipod gives the advantage of its ball

and socket joint, permitting the camera to be

tilted to any desired angle. This feature is

especially desirable when photographing ob

jects at close range and when it is impossible

to place a tripod alone, in the desired

position.

Price, SI. 00
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THE KODAPOD

The little Kodapod which is carried easily in

the pocket takes the place of a tripod, when a

tree, fence, or similar object is near at hand. Its

jaws have a bulldog grip that holds the wood like

a vise, and likewise the Kodak, firmly in position.

By means of a clamping screw, the camera maj

be adjusted to the correct vertical or horizontal

position. It fits any standard tripod socket.

'flie Kodapod $1.50

KODAK SELF TIMER

The Kodak Self Timer presses the button" and per

mits the photographer to he in the picture. lie first

.attaches it to the cable release, I lien sits it to gooff"
in from a few seconds to three minutes as desired and

releases i he trigger. At the selected lime, the piston

rod of the timer, operated In compressed air, pushes

against the head of the cable release which operates the

shutter. It is a simple, reliable ami \rv\ useful device,

The Timer is made in hul one size, and in.a\ In- used

on any camera fitted with cable release, but cannot be

used wilh luilb'" or linger release.

Kodak Self Timer s|

Made of hard WO(

and are fitted w il h rule.

N... I. capacity, 5 x .',

inches

No. 2, capacit y, 7 x "i

inches

'transparent Tri in min#

( rauge(exl ra). For No. I

Ditto, I'm' N.i. .' . . .

KODAK TRIMMING BOARDS

wilh natural finish, have line quality slecl ,,l,
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EASTMAN VISIBLE GRADUATE

This new moulded graduate, as its name implies,

may be easily read in the dark room under the rays of

the ruby light.

The graduations are opaque, not translucent as is

the case with most graduates.

$0.25

.35 Hi

$0.50

EASTMAN THERMOMETER

Especially valuable in tank or tray de

velopment. The honk for suspending and
5T

the curved back to fit inside of tank are L

two of its desirable features.

Eastman Thermometer $1.00

THERMOMETER STIRRING ROD

rE J ,1 ,' nr IB. .-&.- J 'V J ,. -7P^wf)

A combined stirring rod and thermometer. Carefully tested and

accurate. lias fiat end i'nr pulverizing. The rod is V\ inch in diameter

and ll'j. inches long.
I'lur meter Stirring Rod $1.00

EASTMAN PHOTO PASTE

A solid, first quality while pa sic that will not discolor

print or mount.

I ,, nine jar .... $0.15 3-ounce tube . . . $0.15

B-ounce jar .... .25 5-ounce tube . . . ..'.')

2-ounce tube . . . so. lo

FLEXO PRINT ROLLER

A thoroughly practical roller for mounting, lias

t-ineh rubber roller and black enamel frame.

Hexu I'rinl Roller $0.30

KODAK PRINT ROLLER

The best roller constructed i<>r amateur use. Has

two 6-inch rubber rollers and finely nickeled frame.

k, k, Kodak Print Roller $1.00
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KODAK SAFELIGHT LAMP

The Kodak Safelight Lamp is ideal for all dark room uses, whether that 1- the

work of the beginner, the advanced amateur, or the professional.
The lamp is supplied with a 5 x T. Series I . safelight for use with film or plates,

not highly color sensitive. Safelights of other scries may be

obtained, if desired, for more advanced work. It is made of

metal; neatly finished in a warm tone of brown and the

inside is enameled white to intensify the force of the reflected

light from the electric bulb, in the top.

The lamp is supplied complete, with electric lit tings ex

cepting electric bulb, including besides the safelight I '
_. feet

of electric light cord.

Kodak Safelight La $8.50

SAFELIGHTS FOR KODAK SAFELIGHT LAMP

Series 00 Yellow light, for use with gaslight papers.

Series 0 Bright orange light, for use with bromide paper and lantern plates.

Series I Orange safelight, for use with films or plates nol highlj color sensitive.

Series 2 Safelight. for extra rapid orthochr atic plates sensitive I" green

but not nil.

Series3Green safelight, fur use with red-sensitive panchromatic plates.

Series I Bright green safelight, for use with ordinary plates, fur those who

cannot use a red light . Not safe fur orthochr al ic plates.

Size, 5 x 7 (any series), each $0.75

BROWNIE SAFELIGHT LAM I'

Hut little larger than the electric bulb il In. Ids, 1 1,,- Brownie Safelight Lamp
screws into an electric socket which maj In- conveniently situated close In the

place where I he work is to be done.

The lamp is made of metal, neatly japa id; has circular safelight In the end

anil side safelight as well. Bol II safelights are I he regular Series I . and re \ able

si, thai other scries nia\ lie u-,n\. if desired. \ 15 Wall \la/ila lamp Is used.

hut is not supplied.

'the Brownie offers a most satisfactory means fur dark

r lighting where electricity is available.

lirow me Safelighl Lamp $1.50

Extra Circular End Safelight (an) series), each . . . .to

Extra Sid,- Safelighl (anj leriea), each
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KODAK CANDLE LAMP

This clever little lamp is collapsible and can be packed

into very small space when not in use. It is made of special,

listed ruby fabric, bound in metal frames and gives a strong,

safe light for the dark room.

Kodak Candle Lamp $0.35

Extra Candles for same, per dozen 10

KODAK DARK ROOM LAMP

The Kodak Dark Room Lamp is oil burning and is fitted with

both orange and ruby glass. It has an unusually broad wick

regulated from the outside and gives a soft, steady light for tin-

dark room.

No. 2 Kodak Dark Ho $1.00

V

FLASH LIGHT MATERIAL

The simplest method of making flash light

pictures is by means of the Eastman Flash Sheets

and Kodak Mash Sheet Holder. The sheets burn

slowly, giving a broad, soft light, which is not so

startling to the subject .as to give a staring effect

to the eyes.

The holder is provided with a saw tooth for

holding I he sheet in proper position, and is

lighted from the back, through an aperture

provided in the center for the purpose. In this

ma 1 1 ncr I In- holder is alwaj s between I he operator

and the flash sheet, and it may lie held in the hand or supported on a

tripod, a socket being provided in\- the purpose.

No. i Flash Sheets, per package of % dozen sheets 3 x I $0.35

\o. .' Plash Sheets, per package of % dozen sheets 4 x 5 56

No. 3 Flash Sheets, per package of H dozen sheets 5 x 7 81

Kodak Flash Sheet Holder 1.45

flash cartridges are reco tended only where absolutely instantaneous

exposures are required.
Eastman Spreader Flash Cartridges, fur use " nil pistol or fuse (price includes both fuse
'I'd cap), per package of A dozen $0.50

Eastman Spreader Flash Cartridge Pistol 1.50

Eastman No. i Flash Cartridges, foi use on Ij with fuse, per package of Vi dozen . . . l.oo

Ditto, No. t 70

Ditto, No. i a
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VELOX TRANSPARENT

WATER COLOR STAMPS

THE making of beautifully colored prints or lantern slides, l>\ the

use of Velox Transparent Water Color Stamps, is an interesting

diversion, enjoyed by an increasing number of amateurs.

Each book of stamps includes twelve sheets of colors and each

sheet is divided by perforations into twenty-six stamps. To use any

color, tear off a stamp, place in a small saucer or palette supplied

with the outfit, and cover with about a teaspoonful of water.

The Velox Transparent Water Color Stamp Outfit offers the

greatest convenience in coloring prints, as it includes the book of

stamps, three brushes and a white enameled mixing palette, put up

in a neat cardboard case.

Velox Transparent Water Color Stamps, complete booklet, l .' colors . . $0.4,5

Separate Color Leaves, two sheets -,IS

Set of 3 Special Brushes, per set .><>

Mixing Palette .26

Velox Transparent Water Color Stamp Outfit, including book. I line

brushes and palette I-""

prgwmprw |

IU
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KODAK JUNIOR FILM CLIP No. 1

The No. 1 clip is the most practical for tray de

velopment or drying of films. Two teeth in jaw to

prevent film from slipping. One size only.

Kodak Junior Film Clip No. 1, each . . $0.14

KODAK JUNIOR FILM CLIP No. 2

This new film clip is similar to the No. 1 but on

account of being wider, may be used with wider

film and will hold the film flat.

It is particularly adapted for use with 3A film,

but may be used as well with larger or smaller film.

Has jaws to prevent the wet film from slipping.
Furnished in one size only, 3 inches wide.

Kodak Junior Film Clip No. 2, each . fo.25

EASTMAN FILM DEVELOPING CLIP

A thoroughly dependable clip. Made in I wo sizes

and nickel-plated.

8H-inch, per pair $0.30

5-inch, per pair 50

DEVELOPING TRAYS

COMPOSITION

'Bull's-eye," 3% x 4& $0.15 "Bull's-eye,-' 5 x 7 .

'Bull's-eye," 4x5 17 "Bull's-eye,'

'Bull's-eye," ixfi is
"

Bull's-eye," 3A x 12

n I frays, 4 1 Ena I Trays, I \ 6

SI Hll

SUNDRIES

Cable Release, each -". I

Cable Release for Vest 1'ockel Kodak . .50

II. in' l;,i I,h,r SI i rrinir Rod ....

Finger Tips, set of 3 15

focusing Cloth, pei yard 1.10

Easti

Eastman Spotting
I colors: bint

white, pei i I

Ferrotype Plate, 10

Fi rrol i in- Plate, 10

1 1. h hi

II, heavy

ll S,|lie,"_., I
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TESTED CHEMICALS

m
^ ,ST^>\ Certainty in making negatives and prints depends

as much on the quality of your chemicals as on any

other one thing-. All Kodak chemicals are tested

LLV*c, / both photographically and for purity before the

V^'jUir^v' ^" ^' ^'' teste(l se;u 's allowed to go upon them.

That seal is your protection.

Eastman Chemical Outfit consists of M. Q. and Special Developers.
Intensifier, Reducer and Velox Re-developer so. in

Eastman Special Developer Powders, per package 5, in scaled glass
tllhcs .25

Eastman Hydrochinon Developer Powders, per dozen .60

Ditto, per % dozen .30

Ditto, per package .", powders, in scaled glass lubes .:iu

Eastman Pyro Developer Powders, per dozen .50

Ditto, per )i dozen .25

Ditto, per package 5 powders, in sealed glass tubes .95

Eastman Tropical Developer, 5 powders, in sealed glass tubes .... .In

Tozol, per 1 -ounce bottle .fi,i

I'.lon, per 1 ounce 1.05

Kodelon, per I ounce .60

Hydrochinon, per I -ounce can .:iu

Eastman Permanent Crystal Pyro, per 1- ice bottle .:{.">

Velox Re-developer Tubes, package of 12 tubes .si

Hypo Sulphite of Soda, granular, per pound .13

Alum, powdered, per pound .85

Kodak Acid fixing Powder, per pound package
Ditto, per '2-pound package ,15

Ditto, per '4 -pound package .10

Eastman Intensifier, glass tube, per lube .15

Eastman Reducer, per box of 5 tubes ..">o

Eastman Opaque No. 1, per tube .15

Potassium Bromide, granular, per ounce .15

Vcetic Acid, 28 per cent., per 1 -pound bottle ..'I

Citric Acid, 4-ounce hot lie .ill

Eastman Tested Carbonate of Soda (desiccated), per 1-| d bottle . . .33

Eastman Tested Sulphite of Soda (desiccated), per l-pound bottle . .35

For Velox preparations, see page 50. For Solio preparations, see

page 51. For 'tank Developer Chemicals, see page II

TERMS

The prices in tliis catalogue are strictly net, except to regular dealers

who carry our goods in stock. These prices, owing to unsettled con

ditions, ARE, HOWEVER, SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT tTOTICE. for the

convenience of our customers we recommend thai thej make their

purchases from a dealer in photographic goods, as by so doing they can

save both time and transportation charges.

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, V V.

1,1
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IS the registered and common-law Trade

Mark of the Eastman Kodak Company
and cannot be rightfully applied except to

goods of their manufacture. When a

dealer tries to sell you under the Kodak

name, a camera or films or other goods
not ot their manufacture, you can be sure

that he has an inferior article that he is

trying to market on the Kodak reputation.

If it isn t an Eastman

it isn t a Kodak
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